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About Microphone Clip Clamp
1. Versatile: 5 Core mic clip is versatile and well-suited for a diverse range of handheld

microphones.

2. High-quality material: The Microphone Clip Clamp for the Wired & Wireless Microphone
Stand Holder is made with durable materials; these are break-resistant mic clips built to last
for a prolonged time.

3. Anti-slip: Our Microphone Clips are made with anti-slip materials to ensure these mic clips
securely hold your precious Microphone.

4. Package contains: The pack includes 1Microphone clip holders (Microphone is not
included) and 1 Nut adapter screws.

5. Our Microphone Clip Clamp securely holds wired and wireless Microphones firmly into place
for convenience.

Microphone Clip Clamp Description
5 Core Microphone Clip Clamp set is perfect for keeping your handheld microphone
securely in place. The rugged and durable plastic construction used in the mic clip
makes it can last longer, and the break-resistant design ensures that the mic stays
put. The microphone clip also features anti-slip indentations, so you can be sure that
your microphone won’t slip out of place during use.

The set also includes 1 nut adapter and 1 clamps, making it an excellent value for
your microphone setup. Whether you are using it for live performance, recording, or
broadcasting, this mic clip holder is designed to hold your wireless microphone firmly
and reliably.

Microphone Clip Clamp Features
Versatile Durable Applications The brand



These Microphone
Clip Clamps are
made for most wired
or wireless
microphones. This
means it supports a
wide range of mics
so that you can use
the mic clip with
different mics.

5 Core designs and
produces these Mic
clips for Wired &
Wireless
Microphone Stand
Holder with durable
material, and we are
confident about the
toughness and
durability.

The clip also has
anti-slip dents that
hold the
microphone well.
Making it
well-suited to be
used in different
applications to keep
your mic safe and
secure.

Since 1984, 5 Core
has turned a passion
for making great
microphones and
premium electronics
into an obsession. We
continue to set the
worldwide industry
standard for superior,
reliable products.

Product information:

● Black Color
● Adjustable Knob
● Durable ABS material
● Standard 5/8 female threaded insert

Package includes:

● 1 Pieces Mic Clip, 1 Nut adapter

Microphone Clip Clamp Usages

Mic Clip for Wired & Wireless Microphone Stand Holder can be used in live
performances and concerts.

These microphone clips are ideal for use in recording studio setups in homes and
offices.

The reliability and rigidness make these nut adapters and clamps well-advised
choices to be used in broadcasting.

The durability makes these mic clips suitable for use in harsh outdoor conditions.



Use the Microphone Clip Clamp in Karaoke and home singing setup because it’s very
economical.

Benefits of Microphone Clip Clamp

The mic clip secures handheld microphones firmly in place.

Suitable for a variety of microphone types and applications.

Easy to install and use. Does not require any unique tool.

The gold-plated design ensures stability and firm adjustment.

The Microphone Clip Clamp protects the mic from accidental drops or slips.

Benefits of 5 core over other products

Adjustable to fit a variety of microphone sizes.

Includes 1mic clips and screw adapters for a great value.

The microphone clip has a durable and break-resistant design.

Enhances the overall performance and quality of the microphone clip.

The Nut Adapter and Mic clip secure handheld microphones firmly in place.

Why 5 Core



5 Core has been known for producing high-quality, premium products since 1984.

We are committed to using only the best materials and components to ensure the
longevity of our products.

Backed by a proven track record of customer satisfaction and peace of mind.

The trustable choice for thousands of customers scattered worldwide in more than 65
countries.

The best deals compared to other brands in the market without compromising on
quality.

Microphone Clip Clamp Comparison

Specification 5 Core Product Other Product

Gold plated Yes No

Adjustable Yes No

Best Product Yes No

About Brand

5 Core, headquartered in California, warehouse in Bellefontaine, OH, USA, has a
reputation for being a trusted and reliable brand, offering products designed to meet
the highest industry standards.

Our products are thoroughly tested and inspected before they are sent to the end user,
ensuring that the customers receive products of the highest quality and reliability.
With a commitment to quality, affordability, and customer satisfaction, 5 Core is a
brand people can trust for all their needs and wants.



Q&A

Question:What type of microphones can be used with this clip holder set?

Answer: The mic clip set is suitable for most handheld dynamic microphones.

Question: Are the screw adapters included in the set?

Answer: Yes, the mic clip kit package comes with screw adapters.

Question: Is the microphone included in the package?

Answer: No, the microphone is not included in the package.

Question: Can the microphone clip be used with a wireless mic?

Answer: Yes, you can use the mic clip with wireless microphones.

Question: Is the Microphone Clip Clamp durable?

Answer: Yes, the mic clip holder is made of a rugged and durable material that is
break-resistant.


